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Mourning Jewellery

Flora Noyce won the Envy Award at our February
meeting with a brooch she displayed featuring her
Auntie and Uncle. Her Uncle had been a victim of
the Sunshine train crash on Easter Monday 20th
April 1908; the same Sunshine Rail Disaster that
was featured in our December 2006 newsletter.
Flora also had an original order of service for the
funeral of her Uncle.
Curious about the origins of the brooch, Flora
showed it to local antique dealer, Ruth Penny, who
identified the item as a “mourning brooch” and it
was made by a Melbourne Jeweller.
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Mourning jewellery became increasingly fashionable
from the seventeenth to the nineteenth centuries. In
England a widespread period of mourning occurred
in the aftermath of the execution of King Charles 1
in 1649 when many Royalists and secret
sympathisers wore rings and lockets containing
miniature portraits of the dead King.
But mourning Jewellery reached its height of
popularity following the death of Prince Albert, the
Prince Consort in 1861. Queen Victoria went into a
prolonged period of mourning which was emulated
by her subjects to a lesser extent when faced with
their own bereavements.
Mourning brooches were commonly made and worn
during the 1800’s. The hair of a loved one was
fashioned into jewellery. The use of human hair was
widespread in nineteenth century forms of
mourning jewellery. Brooches, lockets and rings
using a lock or braid of hair were common in

Gold mounted onyx
Mourning bar
brooch; the 4 bars
set with seed pearls
& 2 hair lockets on
the reverse
By H C Newman
Melbourne

Marked:
“NEWMAN 9C”
C. 1885 W. 5.7 cm
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Mildura & District Genealogical Society Inc.
P O Box 2895 Mildura Vic 3502

Email genealogy@ncable.com.au

THE MILDURA & DISTRICT GENEALOGICAL SOCIETY inc
A002391P Founded 1978

Carnegie Centre 74 Deakin ave
P.O Box 2895 Mildura 3502
Telephone (03) 5022 0172
Email: genealogy@ncable.com.au
www.rootsweb.com/~ausmdgs/
03 5021 4763
03 5023 2751
03 5027 4591
03 5023 6753
03 5024 5330
03 5023 2837

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS  Free use of Library.
 Receive quarterly Newsletter.
 Free research queries published in Newsletter.
in Newsletter.
MEETINGS - 1st Monday of month except January and
December.
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- Kaylene Charles
- Barry Adams
- Mal. Williams
- Lyn Grant
- Thelma Bock
- June Greatz
PROJECTS
CARETAKER EDITOR - Sue Clarke
PUBLICITY
PUBLIC OFFICERKaylene Charles
WEBMASTER Flo Carruthers
CARNEGIE CENTRE REP.
Mal Williams
Julie Primmer
Nola Edwards
MEMBERSHIP FEES Joining Fee
- $10.00
Ordinary
- $22.00
Concession
- $16.50
Joint
- $33.00
Badge Fee
- $10.00
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PRESIDENT
ASSIS PRES.
SECRETARY
TREASURER
LIBRARIAN
RESEARCH

03 5023 4133

03 5021 4763
03 5023 7544

03 5027 4591
03 5024 1552
03 5024 5198

LIBRARY HOURS Monday
11.00am - 4.00pm
Tuesday
11.00am - 4.00pm
Wednesday
11.00am - 4.00pm
Thursday
Closed
Friday
Closed
Saturday
11.00am - 4.00pm
LIBRARY FEES - $5.00 for non member.
Photocopying 10c Computer printouts 20c

NEWSLETTER - “the Grapeline” published
March, June, September and December.
Closing dates for newsletter submissions
20th Feb. 20th May. 20th Aug. 20th Nov.

MONDAY
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SATURDAY

MAR.5

Nola & Thelma

MAR.6

Robin Parker
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Sue Faux

MAR.10

Flo Carruthers

MAR.12

Kevin & Barry

MAR.13

Tom Heard
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MAR.17

Chris Celegon

MAR.19
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MAR.20

June & Joyce

MAR.21

Tom Beale

MAR.24

Ann Legin

MAR.26

Marian Hassett

MAR.27

Leanne Watmuff MAR.28
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Shirley Woodward
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Mourning Jewellery
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England, Europe and Australia during this period. The later photographic locket, with a compartment on
the reverse containing a lock of hair are not uncommon. These items of jewellery are of considerable
historical interest as they are often accompanied by exact family documentation and bear dated
inscriptions.
The personal nature of this form of jewellery often resulted in the setting of the hair being performed by
family members as well as jewellers Published books of instruction in the making of hair work jewellery
were available to guide the bereaved amateur.
The weeping willow in this small,
gold-set brooch is made of human
hair, which was glued to a lightweight parchment, dried and then
cut into leaves. The brown “paint”
in the scene may also be hair,
dissolved in a solvent to form a
pigment.
Two French Huguenot immigrant
brothers, Henri and Emil
Moutoux, made this brooch in
New York City about 1859.
Professional hair workers like the
Moutoux brothers were known as
“hair artists”
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Gold Mourning brooch with a
border of half pearls, the
centre locket containing
plaited hair, the reverse
inscribed :
“S Lord obit. 29 January 1840
aged 69”

Simeon Lord (1771-1840) was a
prominent Sydney emancipist
merchant.

Our information on Mourning
Jewellery was obtained from the
following books kindly loaned by
Ruth Penny.
Australian Jewellery
19th and early 20th Century
Anne Schofield Kevin Fahy
and
An Encyclopedia of Small
Antiques
- James Mackay

Memorial Brooch

Our President Kaylene Charles has a “mourning medal” of a military type from her husband, Michael’s side of the
family. The medal pictured has a photograph of the soldier on both sides and a bar at the top engraved 16th Infantry.
Corporal Harry Edwin Charles no 1691 was killed in action on the 11th April 1917 in France. He was aged 23 years.
He has a plaque on the memorial wall in Villiers-Bretonneux France
Presumably the soldiers Mother had the brooch made to wear in his memory.
Editors Note:
I spoke to Lorraine Roberts the Curator of the RedCliffs RSL Military Museum and she told me
while they didn’t have any mourning brooches at the museum they do have 3 large 1st World
War medallions at the museum. These were presented to the mother/wife (by the Govt.?) to
commemorate the loss of the husband/son. The medals can be viewed at the Museum

President’s Report
.
Hello Members and Readers,

al

Best Wishes for 2007. Welcome to Autumn and a little bit cooler weather. This season in
Sunraysia is, I think, the very best time of the year. It is still nice and warm but we don’t
have the threat of 40o hanging over us. I also look forward to the Easter break which is a
very happy time without the exhausting frantic buildup that goes on in December for Christmas.
Mildura is so busy at Easter with all the sporting activities and beautiful weather bringing lots of visitors. You can feel the excitement in the air, just don’t try and shop on Easter Saturday.
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In the MDGS research rooms there has been lots of activity with a summer freshen up. Windows have
been cleaned and all curtains washed. With maintenance completed on tracks and rings the curtains
hang a little better now. A number of fiche machines have been relegated to the storage room allowing
more bench and chair room around the computers. Especially with the arrival of the new scanner the
extra room was needed. Once again we are able to scan slides and negatives. We all pray that the negative scanning mode lasts much longer than it did in the previous scanner. Now the Society has two
scanners 2007 can be the year of scanning all your family photos and adding them to your stories or
sharing them with all your relations so that their survival for future generations is guaranteed.
Best wishes and may you have lots of new discoveries
during the coming months.
Kaylene Charles

****************************************************************
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Letter from your “acting” editor.

A belated Happy New Year to everyone and let’s hope it’s a good one!
I hope everyone is as interested in the story on “mourning jewellery” as Kaylene and I were.
Who knows how many other members have heirlooms like Flora’s. It seems they are also
worth a lot of money to collectors but I certainly wouldn’t part with one if it was in my
possession.
With only two newsletters before the annual meeting it is time for some thought as to executive positions that will become vacant! Please consider putting your hand up; it’s not so
scary!
We are pleased to tell you that newly elected Member for Mildura, Peter Crisp has kindly
agreed to print our newsletter for us. This is good news. Thanks to those who gave contributions for this newsletter. Keep them coming.
—– Sue Clarke
Disclaimer: The Editors do not accept any responsibility for the opinions expressed or the accuracy of the

The following pages have been taken from an article supplied to us
by Anne Levens —Vic Heritage Projects Manager.

Australia’s War Dead Project
The Victorian Registry, in co-operation of the Australian Army (SCMA Division) has been working on a project
to create an index database of all Australian servicemen and servicewoman who gave their lives whilst serving
their country during conflict. It is intention of this project to celebrate their lives, recognize their sacrifice and
commemorate their deaths.
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Our photograph collection is increasing every day with submissions from various resources, including our customers and family historians. It has been wonderful to see so many people contributing the photographs of their
family members to be part of this project. Once the image is attached to the record, the entry takes on a new
concept which identifies the person for whom the record was created and recognizes their service.
Over the Christmas break, I have been busy increasing our photographic collection of war graves. The first stop
on our journey was Singapore. As I explained to my husband, you cannot visit Singapore and not go to Kranji
War Cemetery where over a thousand of our Australian service personnel are buried and/or commemorated.

Kranji War
Cemetery, Singapore

Some Australian
Graves at Kranji
War Cemetery
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We caught a taxi out to the Kranji War Cemetery, which was quite a distance from the centre of Singapore and a
destination not known by our taxi driver. We had a map of Singapore and between the three of us, we worked
out the way to get there. As we drove up the long and weaving driveway, I began to get goose bumps because
after all this time having worked on this project and seen photographs, I was actually here.
We began photographing, Andrew at one end and me at the other, working our way through the rows of graves
until both our digital camera cards were full. Disaster struck when the iPod would not download the images
from the memory cards so that we could keep on going. We had only completed just over half of the graves and
also realized that the Australians were not just in this large group at the front of the cemetery but also spread out
over the hill as well as behind the Memorial Wall.
Not to be beaten, we managed to transfer the photographs from our camera’s cards onto CDs (& I purchased another card, just to be safe) and headed back to Kranji to photograph the graves that we missed on our first visit,
following our two day visit to Malacca, Malaysia.
Front gates of
Terendak
Military
Cemetery

Overview of some
of the graves,
Terandak

Australia’s War Dead Project cont.
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We had traveled by bus for five hours from Singapore to Malacca (Melaka), then by taxi to the
Malaysian Military Base – Terandak Camp. I was so excited to be here!
After waiting at the Camp gates for awhile, we were escorted to the cemetery by a Malaysian
Military Officer, who remained with us at all times.
Here were the last servicemen’s graves for the Vietnam War that we had to photograph for the
project. I still can’t describe the feelings that I felt as I stood there.
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We did have some holiday time when we flew to Bangkok on New Years Eve. We traveled to
Chiang Mai and Chiang Rai, took a boat ride down the Mekong (Mae Khong) River and rode an
elephant through the jungle. But the trip to the River Kwai left me spellbound and speechless.
We also visited the JEATH Museum at Kanchanaburi, west of Bangkok, where many photographs,
drawings and paintings by the prisoners and other artifacts are housed. The museum is named after
five of the contributing nations. The word JEATH means J = Japan, E = England, A = Australia, T
= Thailand and H = Holland. We walked through Hellfire Pass and rode on the Death Railway.

Bridge on the
River Kwai.
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There are over 1200 Australian service personnel buried and/or commemorated at the
Kanchanaburi War Cemetery. As you enter the cemetery, you reel at the number of plaques on the
lawn. Rows and rows and rows of graves. Unlike Kranji War Cemetery, the Australians are all in
the one section, bottom left quarter, so this made the photography a little easier for us. And, I
believe that we photographed them all. There are quite a few graves that sadly read “An Allied
Soldier Known Only Unto God”. The photographs below are of Kanchanaburi War Cemetery.

Overview of graves at Kanchanaburi War Cemetery

Front entrance of the Kanchanaburi War Cemetery

Australia’s War Dead cont.
We took over two thousand photographs that will be incorporated into the Australia’s War Dead project.
Hopefully, in the future, these will provide a photograph of a grave to those in the family history
community that are not able to visit the locations themselves.
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So, if you have a photograph of one of the servicemen or servicewomen who lost their lives during any of
the conflicts that Australia has been involved in, please give consideration to submitting a photograph of
them or their grave/headstone to be incorporated into the database. Or maybe you are going overseas in the
future or have been to a War Cemetery and taken photographs of graves. The Victorian Registry would be
very interested in hearing from you. Any enquiries or to obtain forms to submit a photograph please contact
me by email on vicbdm@justice.vic.gov.au
This index database will be an invaluable index resource to family, local and specialist historians alike. The
Australia’s War Dead Index will cover every State and Territory in Australia, not just Victoria. Many
family researchers look for that ancestor that has been born to a family and then simply disappears without
a marriage or a death to be found in the indexes. This index may provide some answers when it is
published.
Another Point of Interest

During my holidays, my husband and I visited Singapore, Malaysia and Thailand. We were in the north of
Thailand at a place called Chiang Mai when I saw, out of the corner of my eye – a cemetery. Stop the car!
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This beautifully maintained cemetery is known as the Foreigners Cemetery and is located on the east side
of the river on the Chiang Mai – Lamphun Road.
The first interment was in 1898 in the same year that
King Rama V of Thailand granted the land for use as
a cemetery for foreigners exclusively. But if a
Thai had a foreign passport, they were also permitted
to be buried here.

Foreigners Cemetery, Chiang Mai, Thailand

A war memorial is located in the Chiang Mai Foreign Cemetery and on the 11th hour of the 11 th day of
November each year, a ceremony is held to honour the war dead, now for all wars. There is a memorial to
the American Volunteer Group (AVG), the Flying Tigers of WW2. Australians are also buried in this
cemetery, so I found this little, peaceful place rather fascinating. If you would like to know more about this
cemetery, please let me know and I will be happy to pass on the contact information.

Society News.
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Our Christmas Party was once
again
held at the Inland Botanical Garden, but with
more people attending this time it was
held in the Shearing Shed.
Members arrived and were greeted at the door
with a tinsel lei. A delicious buffet meal was
interspersed with table puzzles and the drawing
of the hamper raffle which was
won by the Challis family.
The family story winners were
announced and all entrants were
acknowledged with a certificate.

The evening ended with much
hilarity as a short video was
shown of the “Queen’s” visit to welcome home the hogettes.
An enjoyable end to our genealogy year.
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Raffle Winners: D Challis
Ty Adams, S Kemble, Glennis Bowden and Emily

Looking forward to seeing a
copy of Robin Parker’s book.
“Killwinning to Ballarat
and Beyond” is the title and
it is at the printers as we
are reporting.
Joan Heard is also having a
book printed in time for
a Family Reunion
Well done to both of you.

For Sale

Need Help

Members do you need help
with covering books or
repairing damaged ones,
call in an see Leanne on
her MDGS duty days.
MRC.27,
APR.24
and MAY.22.

The “Settlers in the Sun”
Conference papers
books have been reduced to
clear.
$5 including postage

Worry is like a rocking
chair; it will give you
something to do but
it wont get you
Anywhere!

Society News
Family Story Winners Announced
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At the beginning of 2006, members were asked to write their life stories. This culminated
with the independent judging of the stories by Tressna Martin from Madec and
Bernadette Wells from the Merbein Historical Society.
At our Christmas breakup the envelopes were opened and the winners were announced
The overall winner was Margaret Dobbin with honorable mentions to Betty Pain and
Marlene Alford.
The Judges
Bernadette
And Tressna

The Winners
Betty, Margaret
& Marlene

Rain welcome…..But!

“Spring Clean”

Two working bees have been held at MDGS Inc.
The meeting room has been freshened up with the
curtains washed and new curtains hung at the patio window.
Some of the microfiche readers have been removed to get rid
of the “bottle-neck” around the computers.
A big thankyou to Tom Heard, Graeme Butler and Robin
Parker for their help with moving the equipment and also
helping Barb. Cornell, Curator of the Historical Society, clean
out the back shed in 38 degree heat.
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The new scanner should be up and running as you read this.
We have trouble with our laminator and after enquiries to the
manufacturers Mal. has the repairs in hand.

At the February Meeting
our guests were Liz
Maffei and Chris.Knight
from the Merbein
Cemetery Trust.
Liz gave a talk on the
history of the Trust.
Lyn Grant then officially
presented the Merbein
Cemetery Book and
Maps to Liz. and Chris.
An interesting question
and answer session
followed.

Lovely to have the heavy
rain in January but once
again the usual problems with
water damage at the Carnegie
Centre.
It is a real concern that we have
this problem when it rains,
considering the valuable
records etc. stored within the

MISSING!

Looking for in July:
President, Secretary, Projects
Officer, Newsletter Editor.
Let Kaylene know should you
know where to find them…..

A microfiche reader is available for
any interested member to purchase.
Cost would be very reasonable.
An offer of a note of legal tender or
several gold coins.
Interested??
Contact president Kaylene

Library Additions
BOOKS
DONATIONS
1995 HOLY TRINITY LUTHERAN SCHOOL MILDURA – DONATED BY JUNE GREATZ

BAY 12 NEW BOOKS

FROM KULNINETO KULKYNE: THE REMINISCENCES OF CHARLEY THOMPSON – DONATED BY MILDURA HISTORICAL SOCIETY
SHELF 1

BAY 10

SWAN REACH SOUTH AUSTRALIA, SMALL TOWN - BIG HISTORY: A SOCIAL REFLECTION 1846 – 1996 – DONATED BY WENTWORTH
LIBRARY

BAY 9 SHELF 2

TRACTOR & IMPLEMENTS HISTORY – DONATED BY GREATZ, JUNE
WALTER OXLEY MITTING – DONATED BY MERBEIN HISTORICAL SOCIETY INC.

BAY 10 SHELF 2
BAY 10 SHELF 2

PURCHASES
BAY 7 SHELF 1

GERMAN PIONEER FAMILIES IN AUSTRALIA

BAY 8 SHELF 1
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DUNOLLY: A SCHOOL ON THE RISE

PIONEER PROFILES VOLUMES 1 - 5: THE STORIES, IN BRIEF, OF SOME OF VICTORIA'S EARLY SETTLERS
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BAY 8 SHELF 1

WALDAU CEMETERY REGISTER

BAY 9 SHELF 1

WEST GIPPSLAND PIONEERS & SETTLERS 1900 – 1925

BAY 8 SHELF 1

WEST GIPPSLAND PIONEERS & SETTLERS PRE 1900BAY 8 SHELF 1WEST GIPPSLAND PIONEERS & SETTLERS PRE 1900 - VOLUME 2
BAY 8 SHELF 1
WHO WHERE THEY? THE NAMING OF OUYEN'S STREETS AND PARKS

CD-ROMS
DONATIONS

BAY 10 SHELF 2

FAMILY TREE: 1851 CENSUS SAXMUNDHAM, ALDEBURGH AREA SUFFOLK & PARISH RECORDS
GLOUCESTERSHIRE VOLUME 9 – DONATED BY TOM BEALE
GENO 3 COMPUTER

PURCHASES

FAMILY TREE: CONVICTS AND PASSENGER LISTS

GENO 2 COMPUTER

SOUTH AUSTRALIAN DEATHS REGISTRATIONS 1916 – 1972

GENO 2 COMPUTER

TASMANIAN FEDERATION INDEX BIRTHS 1900 - 1919: DEATHS AND MARRIAGES 1900 - 1930

GENO 3 COMPUTER

MICROFICHE
DONATIONS
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CORNWALL FAMILY HISTORY GROUP MEMBERS INTERESTS A – Z – DONATED BY JUNE GREATZ

BAY 12 DRAWER 4 BOX 2

FIFE & KINROSS REGISTER: COUNTY LISTS, AND BUSINESS DIRECTORY FOR 1872 – DONATED BY MAL WILLIAMS
DRAWER 1 BOX 1

BAY 12

LESLIE'S DIRECTORY FOR PERTH AND PERTHSHIRE 1889 – 1890DONATED BY MAL WILLIAMS

SOUTH AUSTRALIAN RECORDS PRIOR TO 1841 – DONATED BY JUNE GREATZ

BAY 12 DRAWER 1 BOX 1
BAY 11 DRAWER 4 BOX 6

TAY VALLEY FAMILY HISTORY SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP LIST, AUGUST 2003 – DONATED BY MAL WILLIAMS
BAY 12 DRAWER 4 BOX 3

TAY VALLEY FAMILY HISTORY SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP LIST, AUGUST 2004 – DONATED BY MAL WILLIAMS
BAY 12 DRAWER 4 BOX 3
TAY VALLEY FAMILY HISTORY SOCIETY RESOURCE FICHE: FORFARSHIRE DIRECTORY FOR 1887 -88 – DONATED BY MAL WILLIAMS
BAY 12 DRAWER 1 BOX 1
TAY VALLEY FAMILY HISTORY SOCIETY: FAMILY GROUP SHEETS INDEX 2000 – DONATED BY MAL WILLIAMS
BAY 12 DRAWER 4 BOX

PURCHASES
INDEX TO FUNERALS, INQUESTS, OBITUARIES, ACCIDENTS & MORE 1881 & 1882 FROM BENDIGO ADVERTISER
BAY 11 DRAWER 4 BOX 1
INDEX TO FUNERALS, INQUESTS, OBITUARIES, ACCIDENTS & MORE 1883 & 1884 FROM BENDIGO ADVERTISER
BAY 11 DRAWER 4 BOX 1

Robin’s Page.
Members
Profile: Barry Adams,
Vice President MDGS Inc
This is Barry’s 2nd profile .
Refer back to 2001 when Barry gave a more genealogy slanted profile. Ed.
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I was born in Mildura, the youngest of ten children to Charles John and Florence Emily Adams on
February 22, 1935 at Mildura Base Hospital, my Residential address 58 Eaglesham Street, Mildura.
I attended Mildura Central School and then Mildura High School where I did a Technical or Trade course.
After leaving school in 1949, I was apprenticed to a Mr. Jarvis to qualify as a carpenter.
My mother died in December 1950 when I was 15 years old.
After my sister Pat married, with my father we went to live at the Glen home until I entered National
Service in 1954; on returning home I went to live with my eldest brother Charlie, his wife Betty and their children
until I was married. I am very grateful to them both for their care and guidance.
I was called into National Service in April 1954 at the end of my apprenticeship. My basic training was done at the
Puckapunyal Army Camp in Victoria. At the end of my National Service, I continued in the Army Reserve until
1976. (22 years.)
Although qualified to the rank of Warrant Officer, due to the availability of a vacancy, I carried the rank of StaffSergeant and Company Quarter Master until I retired.
During the Vietnam War, I was on full-time duty for three months due to the lack or regular Army Officers.
I trooped the Colours of the 7th Battalion twice and was a member of the Colours Party when they were laid up in
Mildura.
I was awarded the Army Efficiency Medal in 1967 and the Bar to it six years later.
On return from National Service I started working for my two eldest brothers at their quarry driving trucks and loaders and later as an owner driver.
On April 19, 1958, I married Wendy Helen Maclean. Son Raymond John was born in August 1959, Peta Helen in
August 1961 and Anita Joy in May 1967.
During the 1950s and 60s, I played, refereed and coached Basketball.
As my three children attended ballet classes, I developed an interest in the theatre, so I joined them there and was
stage manager for Mildura and District Ballet Guild for sixteen years. I was also a committee member for the Red
Cliffs Musical Society for three years and stage manager for 22 shows. My wife and I owned a dance shop for six
years which she managed.
In 1980 the quarry was sold and soon after I sold my truck. It was about this time that my nephew
Geoffrey Adams and I began to research the Adams family history.
I started driving tourist and express coaches for Holidaymakers covering most of Southern and Eastern Australia.
We had a small dried fruit property from 1968 to 1972 at Koorlong then moved back into Mildura.
——————————————————————————————————————————–

Surprise Family Find!

Another find on Genes Reunited has solved another family problem that has nagged me for some
years.
I knew my great great grandmother Jean Watson nee Parker had a sister Marion who married William
Hendrie in Irvine, Ayrshire on December 29, 1843, but to find three of the four children came to Victoria
following their parents deaths in 1859 and 1861 was a real surprise.
Daughter Janet Hendrie born Glasgow in 1847, William Hendrie born Glasgow in 1849 and Marion
Hendrie born Glasgow in 1852 all arrived aboard the “Bates Family” in 1863 as unassisted passengers and
appear to have been raised by their aunt, Jean Hughes formerly Watson maiden name Parker at Smythesdale, my great great grandmother.

Robin’s Page
Surprise Family Find cont.
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A younger sister, Jane Parker Hendrie born in Glasgow in 1856 died aged 6 years in 1862 prior to siblings emigrating.
Janet Hendrie is known to have married James Low on September 28, 1865 at the “Ayrshire Arms Hotel and Boarding House”, Smythesdale which was owned by Jane and Thomas Hughes. James Low died in 1877 and Janet later married William Henry Millen at Woodend Presbyterian Church in 1881.
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Marion Hendrie is known to have also married at Smythesdale to Lachlan McLean in 1875, Lachlan died
at Happy Valley near Smythesdale in 1880 aged 40 years.Marion remarried in 1883 to John Reid, it was only
this information that really made a connection.
Thomas Hughes, son of Jane Parker and Thomas Hughes was married in Ballarat at the home of John and
Marion Reid in 1893.
Thomas named a son John Reid Hughes and another son was named Andrew Watson Hughes, Thomas
Hughes mother’s first husband was Andrew Watson and a daughter was Margaret Banks Hughes, Jean and
Marion Parker’s mother was Margaret Banks prior to marrying James Parker.
Janet Millen nee Hendrie died in Elwood in 1934 and was buried at Smythesdale, sister Marion Reid nee
Hendrie died in Ballarat and buried in Ballarat and brother William Hendrie died in Preston and was buried in
Coburg in 1911.
Jane and Thomas Hughes
in front of their
“Ayrshire Arms Hotel”
in Smythesdale where
Janet Hendrie married
James Low in 1865

— Robin Parker
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————————————————————————————————————–

Surprise Visit from Luzica
By Ron Oxley

Recently my brother and I were surprised to learn there was a young Sorbish boy staying in the backpackers’
hostel next to our home in Mildura.
My great grandmother was a Sorb who travelled to Australia as a child in 1854 and we’ve always has a strong
interest in our heritage so we invited the young man to dinner.
Daniel Kubas is a twenty-three year old from the small village of Croscicy in the Catholic upper region of Luzica.
After finishing school, Daniel worked in a digital printing factory for more than a year.
Having spoken to friends who had travelled to Australia before, Daniel saw an opportunity to take a working holiday
here before beginning his studies in Interior Design.
At primary school was taught in the Sorbish language, but after four years lessons were delivered in German at
school, Daniel’s family continued to speak Sorbish at home.
He says his parents still have trouble speaking German.
While Daniel was visiting he told us his people prefer to be called Sorbs rather than Wends. He said the term
“Wends” was most often used in German Newspapers.
Daniel is travelling around Australia with a Danish boy from Tinglev which is close to the
Continued page 12
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Surprise visit from Luzica cont.
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German border. Together they’ve explored Sydney, Canberra, the Blue Mountains, Melbourne and the Great Ocean
Road. They came to Mildura to earn some money doing farm work. When they left us in Mildura they were planning
to visit Central Australia before returning to the Blue Mountains for Christmas.
While he was here, Daniel told us about a festival held every two years in his village and the nearby city of Bautzern.
Minority groups throughout Europe are invited to join with the Sorbish people in celebrating their culture and
Traditions.
The festival will be held this year from the 19th to the 22nd of July featuring traditional folklore, dance and costumes.
To learn more about the festival visit:
www.folklorefestival-lausitz.de
In March Daniel will be joined by a Sorbish friend from Luzia. We hope they return to visit us in Mildura.
—– Ron Oxley

Daniel pictured centre
With Ron and his brother.

Editors Note:
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After Elizabeth Janson reviewed “Bushman of the Great Anabranch” by Maxine Withers for our December Grapeline I received the following note from member Maud Crang from the Wentworth Historical Society:-

Elizabeth Janson’s puzzle with the Tunkin Family, (the Grapeline December 2006 Vol 6 No 3) has a fairly easy solution
when it comes to light that there could be the same Christian name in various generations of the one
family.
Thomas and Betsy Tunkin did arrive in Tasmania in 1855 in the ’Whirlwind” (page93) (and they had five children with
them )
Thomas and Betsy did move to South Australia in 1858 (though leaving behind one daughter in Tasmania) They lived near
Gumeracha and were buried there, Thomas in 1878 and Betsy in 1886.
About 1865 two of their sons Thomas and Frank arrived in the Wentworth district (page 93) This Thomas found a wife in
the Wentworth district, Matilda White nee Smith (page65)
Extra information on the Tunkin family was given to the Wentworth Historical Society by Jennifer Wheeldon. Her husband
is a descendant of Thomas and Betsy Tunkin.
Thankyou Maude

Book Review by Elizabeth Janson
Coomealla, Tapio and N.S.W. Sunraysia
Compiled by Peter Thompson, 2nd edition March 1999

This book is organized as a Diary, with events grouped in years, look up
your birth year to see other reasons why that year is important.
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A good book can be like a box of chocolates— unexpected delicious moments. And the
white settlement of our part of NSW begun by the Fletcher Family still has me puzzled.
Yes, I was able to use the IGI to learn (if it is the “right Dugald”) about the family of Margaret Johnson wed 07 Oct 1786 to Donald Fletcher at Stralachlan, Argyll,
Scotland and son Dugal was christened 14 Apr. 1791 at Stralachan, Argyll, Scotland.
Dugald got his qualification as Doctor around 1820, and wed Rachel Woods Sarmon
Christened 02 Oct 1793 St Mary’s Cowes, Hampshire, England then settled at Dunkeld, Perth, Scotland where the children were born (and christened) Athol 12 Aug 1825, George 29 Mar 1827, Anne 17 Jan 1829 and Elizabeth 04 Jan
1831.
One sister and Dugald Fletcher with his wife Rachel and four children came to Victoria 1840, with Dr. Fletcher serving
as Ship’s Surgeon on the Dauntless for the voyage arriving Melbourne on Sunday 16 August.
I did find Rachel died 1868, and Dugald died 1869 aged 79 so born c1790. But nowhere have I been able to
discover which of Dugald’s sisters came to Australia with the family. He had 3 to choose from— Jean Fletcher 07 Sep
1787, Catharine Fletcher 11 Apr 1789, or Helen Fletcher 06 Jul 1793.
A curious point - the author notes the births of twins, 43 sets in the last 50 years, so I wondered about triplets,
statistically 1 in 80 twins, just as there are twins about once in 80 births. The index helped— and 1988 was a very good
year , Prince Charles and Princess Diana visited, Twins Staci and Teagan Watson were born 1 Sep and then on 21 Dec
we got triplets, Kathrine, Gerard and Meagan Richardson .
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Studying the early days before the Chaffey era is a bit like doing a jigsaw. And Peter Thompson may provide the missing piece. For example I know that 6 Gurney children, including the 7 day old baby William, died in 1889. Page 37 has
the dreadful event— the family went fishing, the boat was tethered under an overhanging bank on the flooded river, a
landfall capsized the boat , and six children were drowned—her parents could only rescue 11 year old Frances. Margaret and Frederick Gurney lost their first baby Joseph who died in 1873 aged 1 year. They had a son Edwin in 1890 and
daughter Marjorie Louisa in 1893. Baby Ellen born 1896 lived a month.
Now some gems for you to look up:When was the dental plate developed by Anthony Plantson in America? (page 17)
When was the last Taipan snake to come down the Darling for a holiday, bite a man, and get captured? (page 138)
The first hail storm in 75 years with stones as big as golf balls cut a path over a kilometer wide (page 157 )
The annual events conclude with the Lethro Picnic held on New Years Day– started prior to the turn of the last century
and going for over 100 years– foot races, clay bird shooting and novelty events have not lost their appeal. The founding
families– Summers, Barnes and Wilkinson –are still among our friends in this new century.
In 1952 Petrol rationing ended-during the war each car was entitled to enoughpetrol to travel 16 miles (about 26 kms) a
week and no more.
In 1934 John and Henry Voullaire of Monak began developing their dried fruit dipping oil.
In 1920 Mr HC Fry surveyed the “Nine Mile” area and Coomealla’s first 9 hole golf course was constructed.
To end—1927 was the year of the Big Freeze when temperatures dropped to minus 6 degrees Celsius and vines withered. 1982’s freeze was worst on July 21 when orange trees were damaged.
Reviewed by Elizabeth Janson on 1 Sept 2006, after a week of happy dipping, and still finding new treasures.
- Elizabeth

RECORDING OF THE MERBEIN CEMETERY

Jim Moore & Ken Hanson
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On Monday February 5 th 2007 Elizabeth Maffei and Chris Knight from the Merbein Cemetery Trust were officially presented with a cemetery plan, register of all verified burials and
monument inscriptions from 1914-2005 of the Merbein Monumental and Lawn Cemetery.
This presentation ended a huge amount of work and toil over many years by members of
the Mildura & District Genealogical Society. The long running project that probably has
been started three times and completed three times each time with new dimensions and
new techniques.
Early in 1993 Merbein resident and Mildura & District Genealogical Society member Jim
Moore decided to take up the challenge of recording the Merbein cemetery burials. Jim found the task to
be momentous as the records were almost non existent due to a fire in the 1940’s. There was not a map or plan at all
to assist the work. All that could be found were a few records and headstone transcriptions that
had been recorded and completed by the MDGS in 1981. Jim spoke to Merbein residents and the
project was advertised in the Sunraysia Daily Newspaper to try and gain knowledge on the cemetery and internments. Jim and fellow members Ken Hanson and Tony Spinks set about to probe
the area and find where existing graves were. Some were even found under an area that had become a roadway. Then the daunting task of preparing a plan was faced and accomplished.
February 1994 steel pegs were donated by Stan Perry manager of Buronga Engineering and these
were positioned at the foot of each grave as it was located. In June 1994 with the assistance of
John Scarce and staff at the Melbourne Registry of Births Deaths and Marriages Jim and fellow
member the late Isobel Hill spent days at the registry going through old files looking for references to Merbein Cemetery burials. Jim was to make a second visit to the registry to continue the
search. At the same time other members of the MDGS were searching through records that were
already in the society’s collection such as Mildura City Council cemetery records,
Merbein and Mildura Church records and funeral parlor records. October 1994 Jim arranged a
working bee for all members to help in transcribing headstone information at the cemetery.
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In 1995 Jim had almost completed the task of typing all the information he had collected into his computer. 1997 he
declared the project complete and all data was handed to another member Richard Davis to try and produce a database or spreadsheet that would collate the details as well as allowing us to print out an index. Richard succeeded in
this task and produced a book which took its place in the MDGS library. Late in 1997 after more data and information came to hand the incoming project officer Nola Edwards took up the challenge of the Merbein Cemetery. Nola
spent countless hours checking newspapers, talking to relatives of those interred and chasing up other leads of supposed internments.
Around 2002 the then project officer Lyn Grant decided that the next edition of the Merbein Cemetery index needed
to be simplified and could not go to print unless all entries were proven with documented evidence of burial. The
evidence had to be death certificate, funeral record or funeral notice in a newspaper. Also with the advent of digital
cameras a further dimension could be added, that being a photograph of every headstone and monument. Lyn and
her band of helpers again trawled through records and newspapers to verify every entry. When that was finished the
headstones and monuments were photographed by Lyn. Some headstones were
photographed a number of times as Lyn being a perfectionist, no shadow or
crooked picture was accepted.
As mentioned the Merbein Cemetery project covered a number of years off and
on and has caused numerous stressful moments as well as dominating the lives
of the three members who managed the project directly. Those members Jim
Moore, Nola Edwards and Lyn Grant should be congratulated for their work
and commitment to the project. Many members assisted Jim, Nola and Lyn
their names have been recorded in the front pages of the printed index. Hopefully now the Merbein Cemetery can remain in peace.
Kaylene Charles
June Greatz,Lyn Grant, Flo Carruthers, Shirley Woodward, Kaylene Charles,Chris Knight, Nola Edwards,
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The MDGS Inc. gratefully
Acknowledge the contribution
of
Mr. Peter Crisp
Member for Mildura
Whose office has printed this
Newsletter, free of all costs, as
a community service.

